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1 28 ( )
13:30-14:30 ( )
$Sp(2, \mathrm{R})$ Whittaker Novodvorsky
14:45-15:45 ( ) , ( )




1 29 ( )
10:00-12:00 ( )
:Motives and Siegel modular forms
13:30-14:30 ( )
On Fourier transforms of spherical $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ functions
of integrable representations
:Toward understanding Shintani’s calculations
on dimension formula of Siegel cusp forms
14:45-15:45 ( ) , ( )
The resolvent $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ formula for rank one Lie groups
16:00- 16:45 ( )
The analogue of Eichler-Selberg’s $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ formula for the
non-holomorphic automorphic forms on the upper half spac
1 30 ( )
10:00 -10:45
:00 -12:00
( ) , ( )
1/2
( )
Vanishing of certain spaces of modular forms with small weights
and some applications
13:30-14:30 ( )
Vector valued Siegel modular forms of $Sym(4)$ and $Sym(6)$
14:45-15:45 ( ) , ( )
Quilen metric of genus 3 curves on Kummer surfaces
as a modular form
16:00-17:00 Cris Poor (Fordham University)
Restriction of Siegel Modular Forms to Modular Curves
1 31 ( )
10:00-10:45 ( )
Some $b$ -functions of regular 2-simple prehomogeneous
vector spaces of type I
:00- 12:00 ( )
Functional equations in the theory of prehomogeneous








On Gouv\^ea’s conjecture in the unobstructed case
2 1 ( )
9:30-10:15 ( )
Spherical Functions in aCertain Distinguished Model
10:25-11:10 ( )
$R$
:20- 12:20 ( )
Fundamental Hermite constants
\Leftarrow
Automorphic Foms and their Dirichlet series
2002 1 28 \sim 2 1
(Hidenori Katsurada)
1. $Sp(2, \mathrm{R})$ W uaker Novodvorsky ————–1
(Tomonori Moriyama)
2. Fourier-Jacobi Expansion of Kudla $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}-----------------------------------\cdot------------------- 14$
(A us Murase)
(Takashi Sugano)
3. Unitaly nemly holomorphic Galois action 25
(Atsuo Yamauchi)




6. I SOLVENT TRACE FO A FOR RANK ONE L GROUPS—————77
(Yasuro $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$)
(Masao Tsuzuki)
7. The analogue of Eichler-SelbeIg’s ffaoe formula for the non-holomorphic
automorphic forms on ffie upper half space——————————————————–90
(Masatosi Suzuki)
8. On $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}^{\mathrm{j}}\mathrm{m}$ modulm firncfions derived fiom modulm foms of weight 1/2—————–101
$\zeta\Gamma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}$ Horie)
(Naruo Kanou)
9. Vanishing of certain spaces of cusp forms with small weights and some applicafiOns—114
$\sigma \mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\infty$ Arakawa)
1 0. Vector Valued Siegel Modular Forms of Sym (4)and Sym (6) 126
(Tomoyos yama)




12. COMPUTATIONS OF SPACES OF SIEGEL MODULAR CUSP FORMS—————146
Fordham Univ. Cris Poor
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16. $P$ $L$ $K_{2}$ COLEMAN ———————184
(Tak&0 Fukya)
17. ON $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{A}’ \mathrm{S}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{N}\sqrt \mathrm{C}\mathrm{T}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{E}$ IN Tffl UNOESTRUCTED CASE————199
$\pm(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i} \mathrm{Y}\mathrm{m}\mathfrak{B}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i})$
18. SPHERICAL $\mathrm{F}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{C}\Pi \mathrm{O}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{S}$ IN A CERTAIN DISTINGUISfflD MODEL OF $GL_{\hslash}---209$
\mbox{\boldmath $\alpha$} $\mathrm{i}$ Takano)
19. $R$ ffi—————————————-220
($\mathrm{A}\alpha \mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}$ Ichino)
20. $\mathrm{H}\alpha \mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}$ ———————————-227
$\sigma \mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{o}$ Watanabe)
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